
Be whoever you

 want to be.

Welcome
to OHSSixth Form
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OHS Sixth Form Programme focuses on giving you 
everything you need to thrive with the challenges of A 
level and going beyond in your academic studies. 

Your relationship with your tutor is at the heart of OHS 
Sixth Form; they are your mentor, supporter, sounding-
board and a source of encouragement and guidance. 
You will work alongside them throughout your time 
in the Sixth Form as you explore the various strands 
your programme. Regular, university-style, one-to-one 
meetings are key to this, as are the relationships you’ll 
develop with your teachers and peers in your form group.

In the Sixth Form each form group mixes students from 
both Year 12 and Year 13, allowing your friendships and 
support networks to develop and flourish as you share 
experiences and have fun. 

Your time in OHS Sixth Form is all about going beyond 
– in your academic studies, your personal development 
and your leadership, giving you everything you need 
to stand out in your Higher Education applications and 
your chosen career paths. It’s also about having fun, 
excitement and embracing challenge. 

I can’t wait to welcome you to OHS Sixth Form!

Miss Pallas-Brown 
Director of Sixth Form

Oxford High School’s Sixth Form gives you a chance 
to study in an independent, yet supportive and warm 
environment, whilst giving you opportunities beyond 
the A level curriculum. The students and staff involved 
in Sixth Form aim to make it the best place it can 
be: diverse, creative, accepting and adaptive to the 
changing world around us. As a Sixth Form student, 
your opinions are valued and you’re trusted to lead and 
participate in your own projects. There are plenty of 
responsibilities and duties available to every student, 
including Prefects, Peer Mentors, House Leaders, 
Sports Leaders and Form Assistants, allowing you to 
connect with the rest of the school community and 
organise fun events for all the students. 

 

With university approaching, the Ada 
Benson Building’s campus feel bridges the 
gap between senior school and higher 
education, giving you plenty of freedom 
and independence. Academically, you 
are challenged to go further than the A 
level syllabuses, but are also supported 
by the pastoral staff and teachers who 
get to know you so well, with student-run 
conferences, lectures, teacher discussion 
groups and the Extended Research 
Project. Whilst you are encouraged to 
prepare in advance for the future, with 
plenty of time dedicated to topics such as 
university, apprenticeships and careers, 
there is never any pressure to make 
decisions immediately, but instead  
support to help you find out what you 
enjoy the most. 

Sixth Form is a time to make your own 
decisions about the communities around 
you, whether it be within school, the 
expansive GDST network or the wider 
world, and if you want to shape your 
future amongst like-minded young people, 
OHS Sixth Form is the place  
for you. 

I look forward to seeing you in the  
Ada Benson Building, where you will  
be welcomed by every student and 
member of staff into our thriving and 
friendly community!
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Beyond
Academic life 
You will choose your A levels from a huge 
range of courses. Excellent teaching will 
challenge and inspire you to excel, to 
become an agile thinker and to go beyond 
your A level specifications. OHS Sixth 
Formers love learning and are curious 
and the academic strands of the OHS 
Sixth Form programme will enable you to 
develop your understanding, make links, 
be creative and problem solve. 

There are many opportunities for you 
to explore your chosen subjects by 
entering national competitions, hearing 
from world-class speakers and attending 
conferences at OHS and beyond, many 
of them organised by you and your 
peers. The Warnock Extended Research 
Project will enable you to develop your 
research and presentation skills through 

investigation of your chosen area, and 
you’ll benefit from guidance from an 
external mentor who is an expert in  
the field, and Critical Thinking will  
develop your ability to interrogate 
information, criticise and construct  
logical arguments. It will also help you  
to prepare for aptitude tests used by 
several universities and employers. 

Making choices 
The timetable is built around your  
choices. There are no option blocks  
at OHS which means you can choose  
the A level subjects that are the right 
match for you. Most students begin  
with four subjects, moving to three in  
Year 13, but other patterns are possible.

Choosing to stay at OHS for Sixth Form 
was completely the right decision for 
me. To me, being a Sixth Former means 
keeping all of the authenticity of OHS, 
but having more freedom to grow into 
your own person. It’s an incredibly 
supportive and relaxed atmosphere to 
challenge yourself and make mistakes so 
that you can learn without ever feeling 
like you have to get it right the first time. 

Amy, Year 12 

Personal development 
Our Sixth Form programme gives you 
everything you need to manage your 
well-being and your emotional, mental and 
physical health, to be confident with who 
you are, comfortable with challenge and 
change and able to respond to feedback. 

In addition, our programme gives you 
the skills you need to be successful now 
and in the 21st century workplace. It 
will enable you to understand yourself 
and the wider world, to be advocates for 
yourselves and others, to develop your 
cultural and emotional intelligence, to 
understand diversity and to be inclusive. It 
will help you to develop your leadership as 
you take advantage of the wide range of 
opportunities to lead and collaborate with 
your peers at OHS and in the GDST. 

It will also prepare you for independent 
life at university and beyond with sessions 
on managing your money, cooking on a 
student budget, digital literacy, basic DIY 
and self defence. 

Community 
Our Sixth Form students are leaders, 
entrepreneurs and advocates for others, 
and our Sixth Form programme gives 
you many opportunities to develop these 
aspects through our community outreach 
programme with local primary schools, 
Young Enterprise and the mini MBA, 
Conrad Challenge, Sports Coaching and 
Leadership, as well as Magazine.

Beyond
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OHS

%

With the variety of extracurriculars and continuous 
support from other students and teachers, the Sixth Form 
at OHS offers the chance to discover new interests and 
find your path for the future. I have always felt welcomed 
by the fantastic community here, which encourages 
students to reach their full potential academically and 
creatively, whilst also forming friendships that will last far 
beyond our time at the school. 

Lili, Year 13

Higher Education and Careers 
Our Higher Education and Careers provision is all about 
helping you to make the choice that’s right for you. 
Whether that’s a Russell Group university, a conservatoire, 
an Art Foundation course, a degree apprenticeship, or study 
abroad we will help you get there. With dedicated pathways 
for each discipline and a wealth of in-house expertise, you 
will benefit from experienced and individual guidance from 
Dr Strobel, your teachers and your tutor.

2021
OHS Sixth Form at the heart of the Girls’ Day School Trust 
(GDST) 
As a Sixth Former at OHS you are also 
part of the wider family of the GDST 
and you’ll benefit from a wealth of 
opportunities and the expertise that 
comes from being part of a network of 
23 schools and 2 academies throughout 
England and Wales. 

Unique to the GDST are the networking 
app, GDST Rungway, which enables you 
to connect to the 70,000 plus GDST 
alumnae network at the click of a button, 
and GDST Life, the social networking 
platform for Sixth Form students. GDST 
Life allows you to connect with your peers 
at other GDST Sixth Forms by joining a 
range of online groups, such as the Eco 
Forum, the Entrepreneur Group or the 
Book Club, to draw on the expertise of 
GDST Careerstart and GDST Oxbridge 
on Track via online talks, seminars and 
library of articles, and to take advantage 
of the opportunities to explore the GDST 
Limitless Learning on-line courses to 
enhance your Sixth Form experience. 

There are opportunities to shape the 
direction of the Trust via the Student 
Council. Our Head Girl Team joins their 
peers in the annual GDST Leadership 
Conference and our academic scholars 
join their peers at Wimbledon High 
School GDST through OWLS, our 
scholars’ programme. 

The GDST also offers a range of academic 
awards and scholarships to support Sixth 
Formers’ travel and wider study. 

OHS students regularly receive GDST 
Travel Scholarships to embark on all sorts 
of travel after their A levels. OHS students 
have gone to Vietnam, to Japan and China 
and to various places in South America 
and Europe to expand tier horizons 
through travel and volunteering. Caitlin 
and Matilda (2021 alumnae) are spending 
some of their gap years in France to 
develop their language skills and to 
volunteer with refugee charities. 

74%14 Studying at a Russell 
Group university

Studying  
at Oxbridge

LEAVERS’ DESTINATIONS 

34 DIFFERENT 
UNIVERSITIES

Most popular universities: Cambridge, UCL, Edinburgh, 
Durham, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol

2 students studying abroad
1 in the USA and 1 in Switzerland

%14 History as part 
of their course

%12 Medicine %6 Engineering %5 Biomedical 
Sciences

Studying
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For more information, please visit 
https://oxfordhigh.gdst.net/sixth-form-resources/

or contact us
admissions@oxf.gdst.net
01865 559888 
www.oxfordhigh.gdst.net

Oxford High School
Belbroughton Road
Oxford
OX2 6XA
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